The Agreeable Sheep

Not one to stand out of the crowd, our woolly friend agrees with everything you say...
"Is this a good colour scheme?" "Yes!"
"Would you like to go for a walk?" "Yes!"
"Are you having a good time?" "Yes!"
"Does my bum look big in this?" ...probably best not to ask.
Cut out and make this agreeable model and you need never get a second opinion again.
Baa baa baa!

Instructions
You will need a craft knife or other sharp knife, a pair of scissors, some glue and a glue spreader.
A pair of fine nosed tweezers is useful for some of the smaller tabs.
The best type of glue to use is white PVA, the type used as a woodwork adhesive.
First of all, print out the model onto 230 micron cardboard, noting fronts and backs of the
model sheets.
Before cutting anything out, score along all the dotted lines and cut out any holes with a
craft knife. Both these jobs are easier to do on a full sheet of card.
Dashed lines are hill folds, dotted lines are valley folds. Cut along the solid lines. Grey areas
show where to glue.
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Assemble the box,
box top and base as
shown. Fold the
internal flaps back
and glue them to
the inside of the
box.

Glue on the
head stand as
shown

Assemble the cam follower and
push rod and glue them together
as shown.

Thread the
pushrod assembly
into place in the
box and glue it
position as seen in
the photograph.

Glue together the
head...
...and glue it into
place

Glue the body inner
into place as shown
then fold round the
body and glue it into
place.

Assemble the handle and
handle inner....

... and glue
them together.
Assemble the cam
shaft as shown

Glue the feet into
place.
Thread the
camshaft into
place in the box.
Glue the camshaft
to the end of the
washer.

Finally, slip the tabbed
washer into place and glue
on the handle.
Once the glue is dry the
sheep is ready to agree!
(A small piece of modeling
clay inside the head helps
make the nod even more
emphatic!)

Not one to stand out of the crowd, our
woolly friend agrees with everything you
say...
"Is this a good colour scheme?" "Yes!"
"Would you like to go for a walk?" "Yes!"
"Are you having a good time?" "Yes!"
"Does my bum look big in this?"
...probably best not to ask.
With this agreeable model and you need
never get a second opinion again.
Baa baa baa!
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